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Mississippi Highway Patrol 
confirmed yesterday afternoon 
that three Ole Miss students 
died in a one-car accident ear-
ly Sunday morning. 
The crash happened at ap-
proximately 8:30 a.m. on In-
terstate 55 just north of  Jack-
son. 
Trooper Tony Dunn told 
WAPT of  Jackson that a 2009 
Infiniti was traveling north on 
I-55 when it veered into the 
median at state Highway 35. 
The vehicle left the median, 
falling through the overpass, 
and landed upside down on 
Highway 35. 
The paramedics confirmed 
that all three teenagers were 
pronounced dead at the scene. 
As of  Sunday afternoon it 
had not yet been determined 
why the vehicle ran off  the 
road. 
Dunn said there was no in-
dication that drugs or alcohol 
were involved, and all three 
students were wearing seat-
belts.
Sam Clayton Kelly, 18, 
Walker Kelly, 19, and Mason 
Wilbanks, 19, were confirmed 
to be the victims of  the crash. 
Sam Kelly, a freshman biology 
major, and Wilbanks, a fresh-
man undecided major, were 
roommates in Brown Hall. 
Walker Kelly was a freshman 
undecided major who lived in 
Kincannon Hall.
All three students were from 
Madison and attended Madi-
son Central High School.
Chris Brickell, president 
of  Kappa Alpha Order, con-
firmed that each of  the stu-
dents was a new member. 
“All three men were stand 
up guys and outstanding indi-
viduals, solid in character and 
strong in faith and a great as-
set not only to this Greek or-
ganization but this world,” he 
said. 
“We are deeply saddened 
during this time, and the 
brothers of  Kappa Alpha Or-
der give our most sincere con-
dolences to the family, relatives 
and friends of  our brothers 
lost. Please pray for the fam-
ily’s friends and members of  
this fraternity.”
Ole Miss Dean of  Students 
Sparky Reardon offered his 
condolences as well.
“When we lose even one of  
our students, it breaks the heart 
of  the university, but when we 
lose three students, freshman 
students, it is especially tragic 
and painful,” he said. 
“We as a university are sad-
dened, and we will do every-
thing we can to support the 
victims’ family, friends and 
fraternity.”




Praying for the 
families and friends 
that lost loved ones 
today and for the 




Words can’t even 
describe what 
people are feeling 
today. RIP Mason, 
Sam Clayton, and 




My heart is break-
ing for the families 
of the 3 KA boys...I 
do not understand 
God’s plan right 
now but I am trust-




Life is so incredibly 
uncertain & unfair.
My heart aches for 
the friends& fami-
lies of 3 boys whos 





Prayers out 4 the 3 
students killed com-
ing back to Oxford. 
Pray for their fami-
lies, KA, & every-




Pray for the Fami-
lies of Walker, 









narrowly miss SEC 
Tournament P. 11
Third quarter woes 
continue as Rebels 
fall on the Plains
P. 12
Students at the University of Mississippi gather in remembrance at the Kappa Alpha Order fraternity house to honor Sam Clayton Kelly, Walker Kelly and Mason Wilbanks, three freshman 
KA new members that were killed in an automobile accident on Sunday morning.
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STUDENT MEDIA CENTER 
For three days this past week, 
students at the Meek School of  
Journalism and New Media had 
the experience of  a lifetime, the 
ACT2 Experience. I was fortu-
nate enough to have been one of  
them, and it was nothing short of  
amazing.
Twenty-five keynote speakers 
and 110 industry experts in atten-
dance made this year’s event even 
better than ACT1 (and I didn’t 
think that was possible) and al-
lowed students the opportunity to 
meet and get to know the people 
in the magazine world that could 
change our lives forever. The 
words “thank you” seem inad-
equate. Future magazine industry 
media leaders were shoulder to 
shoulder with current magazine 
industry leaders.
There were 17 of  us who were 
asked to do the fantastic job of  
shadowing and introducing the 
speakers. This allowed an even 
closer contact and opportunity to 
pick the brains of  these publishing 
and industry giants. The connec-
tions we made were invaluable, 
and the fantastic part of  that state-
ment is the feeling was entirely 
mutual. The experts that attended 
were just as pleased and anxious to 
get to know us as we were them. 
The environment was conducive 
to endless possibilities, and it was 
heady stuff, to say the least.
Every student on campus had 
the opportunity to attend the Ex-
perience; the lectures and festivi-
ties were held in the Overby Cen-
ter for Southern Journalism and 
Politics, and throughout Thursday 
and Friday the auditorium should 
have been full with students, all 
types of  students, and not just 
magazine students. 
I think every student of  journal-
ism who missed the opportunity to 
take advantage of  the possibilities 
this event offered should plan on 
making ACT3, or at least as much 
of  it as you can; I promise, you 
won’t regret it. 
Samir Husni, the founder and 
director of  the Magazine Innova-
tion Center at the Meek School, 
organized, coordinated and basi-
cally made the Experience hap-
pen, although he’ll tell you he 
couldn’t have done it without the 
help of  his students. The daunt-
ing task and downright hard work 
something like the ACT2 Experi-
ence entails would have been an 
impossible endeavor for just about 
anyone, as well it should be – any-
one that is, except Husni. 
His vision and guidance for the 
MIC and the students is remark-
able. And if  you ask him why he 
goes through all the trials and trib-
ulations an event of  this magnitude 
demands, he’ll answer quietly and 
simply, “For the students.”  
And speaking for myself, and for 
most of  us, I’m sure, I’d just have 
to say, that is most definitely an-
swer enough. 
Thank you, Dr. Husni. For all 
you have done and for all you do 
for the students. It is most appreci-
ated.
Oct. 26-28 were amazing days 
for me. I met people in the pub-
lishing world whom I would have 
never known if  not for ACT2. If  
you think about the opportuni-
ties that statement offers, you’ll 
see why this Experience means 
so much to us, the students. Every 
day, the university and my classes 
challenge and excite me, but nev-
ermore so than on those three 
days in October when I was a vir-
tual part of  the publishing world 
I love. 
Being part of  this Experience 
was amazing. Dr. Husni gave us 
the chance to Experience Amaz-
ing.
Angela Rogalski is a senior print jour-
nalism major who lives in Abbeville. Fol-
low her on Twitter @abbeangel. 
ACT2: The Experience of a Lifetime
BY ANGELA ROGALSKI
abbeangela@gmail.com 
BY JOSH CLARK 
@dm_toons
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To the Editor:
We are writing in response to 
the letter from Virginia Houston 
that was published in last Thurs-
day’s DM. We would like to clarify 
a few issues that were brought up 
by Virginia, as well as defend our 
actions and intentions regarding 
Food Day.
She claims that animal agricul-
ture is Mississippi’s No. 1 industry. 
This is not entirely true. Agricul-
ture as a whole is Mississippi’s No. 
1 industry, not just animal agricul-
ture. Forestry and the production 
of  soybeans, corn, cotton, rice, hay, 
horticulture, sweet potatoes, wheat 
and peanuts are also responsible 
for placing agriculture in the top 
spot.
She claims that the creators of  
Food Day promote an entirely 
plant-based diet. This, too, is not 
true. Food Day’s goals include:
-Reduce diet-related disease by 
promoting safe, healthy foods
-Support sustainable farm & 
limit subsidies to big agribusiness
-Expand access to food and al-
leviate hunger
-Protect the environment & ani-
mals by reforming factory farms
-Promote health by curbing 
junk-food marketing to kids
-Support fair conditions for food 
and farm workers
None of  these six goals promote 
vegetarianism in any way. Fur-
thermore, the Food Day logo has 
a chicken on it! We highly doubt 
that an organization promoting a 
meat-free diet would use a chicken 
on their primary advertisement.
In regards to CSPI, they are 
one of  many organizations that 
made Food Day possible. While 
their individual agenda may differ 
from the goals of  the whole group, 
CSPI has played a role in making 
food day possible.  
According to their website, CSPI 
advocates the following in regards 
to animal agriculture:
“Reforming factoring farms to 
protect animals and the environ-
ment. Farming of  animals can and 
should be done without cruelty, 
and without degrading the quality 
of  life in rural America.” 
From this statement, one cannot 
gather that CSPI seeks to “put ani-
mal agriculture out of  business” as 
Virginia claimed.
Additionally, Virginia expresses 
her wish for the student’s in the 
Lott Institute’s Food Policy class to 
do their own research. We have, 
actually, and, interestingly enough, 
our research reveals that many 
of  her claims are incorrect. Take, 
for instance, her statement that, 
“CSPI, through a series of  misin-
formation and scare tactics, would 
have consumers believe that farm 
animals are abused, pumped full 
of  hormones, and raised on ‘fac-
tory farms.’” Our research shows 
that corporate agriculture has 
dominated the food system over the 
past few years. In the case of  beef  
packing alone, only five companies 
control an astonishing 79 percent 
of  the market. Upon conducting 
our research it is MORE than evi-
dent that most meats found in the 
supermarkets are indeed a product 
of  a factory farm. 
Virginia’s claim that 98 percent 
of  American farms are small, 
family-owned operations is also 
not entirely true. These farms are 
almost always contracted out by 
large corporations, an operation 
known as contract growing. This 
process indentures small, indepen-
dent farmers to grow livestock for 
a corporation. 
Finally, we cannot help but feel 
that Virginia wrote this letter with 
the sole purpose of  boosting her 
own agenda. According to her 
LinkedIn profile, Virginia current-
ly works in communications at the 
Animal Agricultural Alliance. 
Had Virginia been here and 
participated in UM’s first annual 
Food Day, she would have seen 
that the last thing we were doing 
was trying to promote a meat-free 
diet, and eliminate animal agricul-
ture. Actually, she could have met 
one of  the many farmers who take 
pride in the animal products they 
produce. 
Sincerely,
Nick Castiglia and Maggie 
Starks 
Food Policy Students
Letter to the Editor
The country of  Libya has 
recently been in the midst 
of  a civil war. The “rebels,” 
as they are called, striking 
hidden bases of  the loyalists, 
those Libyans who remain 
loyal to, however one prefers 
to spell it, Muammar Gaddafi. 
Even more recently, former 
dictator Gaddafi has been 
captured, tortured, beaten 
brutally and executed. 
For some reason, people 
have a problem with this. 
Gaddafi was no stranger 
to torturing prisoners, killing 
them, destroying their lives, 
livelihoods and families. For 
this reason, I’m having a diffi-
cult time being either sympa-
thetic or empathetic to how 
he was treated. Sure, Gad-
dafi’s actions don’t justify his 
treatment, but I can certainly 
understand it.
This is a man who, indi-
rectly, blew up Pan Am Flight 
103. That was an act of  ter-
rorism, and Gaddafi was a 
terrorist. 
The only thing Gaddafi 
had over Osama bin Laden 
is, since 2004, better public 
relations. Not with his public, 
but with our leaders. He was 
easily one of  the worst people 
in the world.  Good on the 
rebels for putting him down 
like the “Mad Dog” of  the 
Middle East he was.
One should understand that 
this doesn’t make the rebels 
necessarily good people. They 
may not even wind up on our 
side.  I think it is important 
that they have that freedom 
though.  It’s a risk, certainly. 
Our leaders haven’t made 
themselves exactly loved by 
the Middle East, and it’d be 
completely understandable if  
they don’t embrace us warm-
ly.
I think, on the whole, this 
is a better alternative than 
a western country/United 
States sponsored warlord. 
Yes, we need Libya’s resourc-
es, but we don’t have to op-
press them to get their oil. 
They have a right to their 
material resources, and we 
don’t have any justification in 
imposing some strong man, 
as we have in the past.
Looking at another one of  
the Arab Spring’s own ex-
dictators, Hosni Mubarak, it 
does sort of  look like we had 
a hand in oppressing these 
peoples for so long. If  they 
blame us for their troubles, 
I can hardly blame them. 
In this case our government 
was propping up Mubarak 
because he had normalized 
relations with Israel, allowing 
them to exist after the chutz-
pah they demonstrated in the 
Six-Day War. By doing so, 
we’ve interfered in the geopo-
litical evolution of  the area.
That’s not necessarily a 
bad thing. For all we know, it 
could have prevented World 
War III or saved the planet 
from a nuclear winter. 
Still, I don’t know if  we have 
a right to control the affairs of  
sovereign nations just because 
we can. These were not good 
people we allowed to stay in 
power, and by allowing them 
to run wild and free for as 
long as we did, we’ve become 
complicit in their actions.
Now we have an opportu-
nity to change that.  
I think the most important 
thing we, as a society, can do 
now is to not interfere. Let 
them choose their leaders, 
their system of  governance, 
whether we like it or not. If  
they plunge themselves into 
another theocracy governed 
by war lords, so be it.  
If  they give the world an-
other democracy, even better. 
But most importantly, when 
they shoot their former lead-
ers in the head for crimes 
against humanity, be glad we 
weren’t in that drainage ditch 
too.
Alan-Michael White is a senior 
English major and linguistics mi-
nor from Dumas. Follow him on 
Twitter @nintfjr.
Springtime for Gaddafi 
BY ALAN-MICHAEL WHITE
alanmichael.white@gmail.com
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The annual Adopt-A-Basket 
fundraiser has returned again this 
holiday season to provide a meal 
for needy families over the holi-
day break.
University of  Mississippi stu-
dents, faculty and anyone in the 
Oxford/Lafayette community 
can drop off  food donations in 
the Student Union Ballroom Nov. 
14 to 18 to fill baskets that will be 
delivered to underprivileged fam-
ilies around the Oxford/Lafayette 
area. A food collection will also 
take place in local grocery stores 
from Nov. 13 to 15. The baskets 
will be delivered during the week 
of  Nov. 14.
“We are refraining from saying 
‘Thanksgiving’ due to the fact that 
some do not celebrate the event,” 
Troy Jackson, Associated Student 
Body director for community af-
fairs, said. “However, a holiday 
meal is still a very important as-
pect of  family and fellowship dur-
ing the break.”
Adopt-A-Basket is sponsored 
by the Office of  the Dean of  
Students/Volunteer Services. 
The ASB, Interfaith Compassion 
Ministries, RHA, College of  Lib-
eral Arts, CollegeCorps, Volun-
teer Oxford, Luckyday and Ole 
Miss Athletics are also part of  the 
event.
“My job is to encourage organi-
zations to sponsor baskets for the 
event, as well as plan a food col-
lection drive at the local grocery 
stores the week before the event,” 
Jackson said. “We will be spread-
ing the word about Adopt-A-Bas-
ket and asking people to donate.”
The idea for Adopt-A-Basket 
came up about seven years ago 
when the Dean of  Students Of-
fice realized the number of  staff  
workers on campus that were un-
able to provide holiday meals for 
their families. The fundraiser then 
began as part of  the Mississippi 
Universities Service Into Car-
ing Project, involving the state’s 
eight public institutions of  higher 
learning.
Eric Moran, management ju-
nior, said he plans to donate to 
Adopt-A-Basket and encourage 
his friends to donate as well.
“I think this is a great fundraiser, 
and it’s a great way for students to 
help out this holiday season,” he 
said. “It’s so easy to pick up a few 
cans while you’re at Walmart and 
drop them off  while you’re on 
campus for classes.”
Adopt-A-Basket is the only 
fundraiser ASB has done for the 
holidays in past years, but the ASB 
plans to continue helping out with 
the fundraiser in years to come.
“Our goal is to raise enough 
baskets to feed as many people as 
we can,” Jackson said.
Jackson said he will also be help-
ing increase student involvement 
across campus in various volun-
teer events, including United Way 
and the Big Event for the remain-
der of  his tenure. United Way will 
be raising money throughout No-
vember, and the Big Event is set to 
be on March 31.
For more information on 
Adopt-A-Basket, as well as other 
future volunteer opportunities, 
including United Way and the 
Big Event, contact Jackson at jt-
jacks2@olemiss.edu or sign up on 
OrgSync on the Volunteer Ser-
vices page. 
Adopt-A-Basket to provide meals to the needy in the holiday season
BY CAITLIN CLANCY
cgclancy3@gmail.com
The University of  Missis-
sippi’s faculty and administra-
tion’s task force has received a 
grant from the National Aero-
nautics and Space Adminis-
tration to research practices in 
STEM education.
STEM, or “Science, Tech-
nology, Engineering and 
Mathematics,” is a program 
that will affect all undergradu-
ate students, whether they are 
majoring in a related field or 
not.
“First, we hope to attract 
more students who do want 
to major in a STEM field by 
providing scholarships and 
unique, exciting interdisci-
plinary learning opportunities 
that will help them work more 
effectively in diverse teams,” 
Alice Clark, vice chancellor 
for research and sponsored 
programs, said. 
“For example, biologists 
working with computer scien-
tists or engineers working with 
business majors — which is 
how things happen in the ‘real 
world’ work place.”
Clark is directing the new ef-
forts in STEM.
The program will involve 
identifying the most effective 
ways for teachers to engage 
K-12 students in STEM top-
ics and inspire them to pur-
sue STEM careers. It will 
also provide opportunities for 
non-STEM majors to learn 
more about ways science and 
technology affect everyday 
life. Plans are in the works for 
improved facilities to enhance 
learning and discovery, Clark 
said.
“I think it is a great idea to 
inform potential enrollees of  
the effect engineering has on 
their everyday lives,” Jon So-
chovka, a geological engineer-
ing senior, said.
“Hopefully, it will make 
them more aware and possibly 
make more people interested 
in the engineering program at 
UM.”
Sochovka said he hopes 
STEM will make others aware 
of  what is going on in the en-
gineering department, which 
he feels doesn’t receive enough 
attention.
“The university has never 
been known for its engineer-
ing programs, and as a result, 
the engineering career fair has 
suffered,” he said. 
“The university has many 
great engineering programs, 
especially GE (geological en-
gineering). We are the only 
school in the Southeast that 
offers the degree, and I think 
our program doesn’t receive 
enough publicity. 
“Hopefully, this STEM pro-
gram will bring notoriety and 
consequently more funding to 
the GE program and the en-
tire engineering program at 
the university and make more 
companies want to come to 
the career fair.”
This program will bring im-
provements and opportuni-
ties to many different fields of  
study at Ole Miss, and it will 
be beneficial to more than just 
engineering students.
“Our first major efforts will 
be to continue to work to-
gether as a team to develop 
new learning opportunities for 
students and to garner the ad-
ditional resources needed to 
support all the activities and 
programs we want to provide 
to the students,” Clark said.
The university itself  will be 
enhanced by being able to at-
tract the “best” students in 
STEM fields, Clark said.
“These are students who 
will want to study in a unique 
environment that emphasizes 
teamwork across disciplines, 
critical thinking and practical 
problem solving,” she said.
This program calls for im-
provements to classrooms, lab-
oratories, demonstration areas 
and meeting spaces where 
STEM classes and outreach 
programs are held. 
It will also provide spaces for 
all students, regardless of  ma-
jor, and faculty and the gener-
al public to interact easily and 
see science in action.
Clark also said it will help 
Ole Miss to retain and attract 
the best faculty and staff  who 
will want to be a part of  this 
innovative program.
“I think it’s a good idea be-
cause it will give students who 
want more from their business 
or science degrees an opportu-
nity to achieve that and work 
together,” Julia Howard, risk 
management and insurance 
senior, said. “I also think it will 
help in the long run.”
STEM education has been 
an important national issue 
for years. Ole Miss has had a 
longstanding commitment to 
STEM education, particularly 
within programs aimed at in-
creasing the number of  unrep-
resented STEM graduates.
The new STEM education 
initiative resulted from the 
work of  a task force appointed 
almost two years ago. 
This task force is composed 
of  representatives from all 
over campus in STEM-related 
departments and programs.
The university will seek sup-
port for the program through 
several ways, including sup-
port from donors as well as ap-
plying for grants from federal 
and state agencies, non-profit 
foundations and corporations 
that recognize the importance 
of  STEM graduates to the 
economic future of  the state, 
region and nation, Clark said.
STEM education evolves engineering at Ole Miss
BY AVE MAYEUX
avemayeux@gmail.com
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Open to kids of all ages, students and adults
All proceeds will go to 
Hosea’s Feed the Hungry and the Homeless
This Halloween marks the 
second annual sugar-free treat 
for Oxonians of  all ages. 
Tonight, Oct. 31, from 4 p.m. 
until 7 p.m., The Powerhouse 
will play host to “Healthy Hal-
loween,” which includes activi-
ties ranging from a scream con-
test, myth busters, face painting 
and scary “Simon Says.”
“It started last year,” Wayne 
Andrews, director of  the Yokna-
patawpha Arts Council, said. 
“We had been doing classes with 
Rebel Body Fitness, and they 
had hoped to do something kid 
and holiday oriented as a com-
munity service project.” 
The Powerhouse is spreading 
the sweet health benefits that 
can come out of  Halloween with 
vendors like Yokna(patawpha) 
Bottoms Farm, Holli’s Sweet 
Tooth, Rebel Body Fitness and 
Square Books.  
With last year’s turnout being 
around 300 people, the owner 
of  Holli’s Sweet Tooth, Holli 
Ratcliffe, said she is excited for 
the second annual event. 
“Our idea is to get the com-
munity involved,” she said. 
“Even Holli’s Sweet Tooth is 
bringing some of  our healthier 
choices of  candy to have at the 
event.” 
Being active is just what Rebel 
Body Fitness owner Lawrence 
Muruako said he is pushing this 
Halloween. 
He said his goal for Rebel 
Body Fitness’s booth, Myth 
Busters, is to teach kids about 
exercise. 
“It’s about learning physical 
activity in a cool, healthy way 
that’s fun for kids and fun for 
parents,” he said.  
Along with physical activity, 
Muruako stressed the impor-
tance of  nutrition during the 
sugar-oriented holiday. 
“With Healthy Halloween, 
we’re trying to change it up a 
little bit,” he said. “You can en-
joy Halloween without being 
really unhealthy – you can have 
sugar-free candy; you can have 
healthy food.” 
Murako practices what he 
preaches.
“When someone comes to my 
house, I give them sugar-free 
gummy worms,” he said. “We 
just want people to know you 
can give kids healthy foods. You 
can give them fruits, you don’t 
have to give them candy; they 




The International Student 
Organization at the Universi-
ty of  Mississippi will host The 
Second Annual ISO Date 
Auction on Tuesaday, Nov. 1.
The event will auction off  
international students, as well 
as American students, to go 
on a date with the highest 
bidder. 
Associated Student Body 
President Taylor McGraw 
will also participate by vol-
unteering to be “sold” in the 
auction.  McGraw said he is 
excited about the event.
“It’s certainly a cool idea, 
and I think it will be a fun 
thing and a good way to in-
teract with international 
students and to get them in-
volved with the traditional 
students that we have from 
the U.S.,” he said. 
“It should be a fun time.”
ISO President Grisha Tyk-
honovskyi said the purpose 
outside of  the fundraising is 
to get international students 
out of  their own crowds and 
interacting among each oth-
er.
“The general idea is to put 
people from different cultures 
together and have fun,” Tyk-
honovskyi, who is originally 
from Ukraine, said.
Other items from different 
cultures will also be sold at 
the event.
“They have asked a lot 
of  international students to 
bring different things from 
their countries or their cul-
tures to be auctioned,” Gohar 
Azeem, a foreign exchange 
student from Pakistan, said.
The main purpose of  the 
fundraiser is to raise money 
for International Student Or-
ganization Night, which will 
take place in the spring.  
ISO Night features Ole 
Miss students from all over 
the world participating in a 
big talent show with interna-
tional food from different res-
taurants.  
The organization hopes to 
make as much money as pos-
sible at the auction to help 
put on ISO Night. 
 A portion of  the profits 
from the auction will also go 
to the Ole Miss chapter for 
the International Justice Mis-
sion, a human rights agency 
that helps rescue victims of  
slavery, those who have been 
exploited sexually and other 
violent oppression.
“Our funding so far is just 
from ASB, but we need way 
more if  we’re going to pull 
off  a great event,” ISO Vice 
President Elsie Ekene Okoye 
said.
Okoye said there is not a se-
lect target of  money that the 
group is trying to raise at the 
auction, but they are hoping 
for the best.
“We’re hoping for $2,000, 
$3,000, as much as we can 
get,” Okoye said
Okoye is also another one 
of  the volunteers who will be 
“sold” at the auction.
The auction is on Friday, 
Nov. 4 in 209 Bishop Hall 
from 3:30 p.m. until 6:30 
p.m., but this time is not yet 
certain, according to Tykhon-
ovskyi.
“Everyone is welcome to 
come,” Tykhonovskyi said.




Han Duk-soo, the Republic 
of  Korea’s ambassador to the 
United States, visited the Uni-
versity of  Mississippi on Friday, 
Oct. 28.
Han gave a presentation at 
the Gertrude Castellow Ford 
Center focusing on the relation-
ship between the U.S. and the 
Republic of  Korea, also known 
as South Korea.
Han received his Ph.D. in eco-
nomics from Harvard in 1984, 
and has since then held several 
government positions over his 
35-year career in the Repub-
lic of  Korea, including Prime 
Minister and now ambassador 
to the U.S.
He has spent a great deal of  
time in the U.S. but had never 
come to Mississippi before, 
something he said he has been 
looking forward to for a long 
time to experience Southern 
food and the beautiful land-
scape.
Han quoted William Faulkner 
in his speech, saying that “to 
understand the world, you must 
first understand a place like 
Mississippi.”
His presentation focused 
mainly on the recent Korea 
U.S. Free Trade Agreement, 
which will remove tariffs from 
U.S. goods going to Korea and 
from Korean goods coming to 
the U.S.
“We are very thankful that 
the University of  Mississippi 
would invite the ambassador, 
as programs like this might en-
hance the image of  Korea for 
people in the South,” Jaemin 
Kim, president of  the Korean 
Students Association, said.
Following his presentation, 
Han answered questions from 
those in attendance. Many dif-
ferent issues were addressed, 
including the relationship be-
tween North and South Korea.
“It’s always very difficult to 
predict anything with North 
Korea,” he said. 
When asked about the poten-
tial for unification of  the two 
nations in the future, Han said 
“peaceful scenarios take more 
time, but we are ready to en-
dure to the end.”
Chris Sison, a business sopho-
more from Ocean Springs, was 
also in attendance.
“I’m impressed with Korean 
society and the Korean nation 
as a whole,” he said. 
“Seeing where the relation-
ship between Korea and the 
U.S. has come in the last 60 
years is impressive.”
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Class Portraits
   Monday, October 31st - 
Friday November 11th 
   Student Union Lobby 
   9:00 am - 4:00 pm
The Ole Miss
Seniors need to schedu
le an appointment for y
earbook 
photos at www.ourye
ar.com School code: 8
8003 
or call 1-800-OUR YE
AR (1-800-687-9327).
Freshmen, sophomores
 and juniors do not sche
dule appointments; 
just show up and your p
hoto will be taken on a 
walk-in basis. 
The best way to beat cancer is 
prevention, and to prevent health 
issues, yearly exams are vital. 
Women across the nation need to 
be screened for breast and cervi-
cal cancer yearly. 
Between 1999 and 2010 in Mis-
sissippi, more than 31,000 black 
women were screened for breast 
and cervical cancer, according to 
the Mississippi Department of  
Health. Since 2007, the number 
of  death rates among races has 
varied, but there has been a no-
ticeable decrease in the number 
of  cervical cancer deaths of  black 
women.
The decrease can be attributed 
to the increase in health exams.
More than 18,000 black wom-
en receive yearly pap test screen-
ings; however, black women are 
the leading carriers of  cervical 
cancer, according to the Mis-
sissippi State Department of  
Health’s website. 
From 1999 to 2007, more 
than 500,000 black women died 
from cervical cancer, according 
to the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention. This raises 
concerns about whether or not 
black women who get annual pap 
screenings are being examined by 
good health care practitioners or 
if  there are disparities in health 
care.
In 2010, Mississippi started 
offering health care insurance 
coverage to residents through 
the federally-established tempo-
rary high-risk pool program, ac-
cording to an online Mississippi 
Health Insurance article. Since 
Mississippi’s unemployment rate 
is relatively high and wages tend 
to be low, this could be a leading 
factor in why many black women 
are suffering from certain medi-
cal problems at higher rates than 
other racial groups.
“Our state faces economic and 
health disadvantages, such as 
poor health status and affordable 
health insurance,” nursing gradu-
ate student Rayelle Jiles said. 
Jiles said she believes that if  
more health departments pro-
moted their health care services, 
more women would seek out 
their health status.
Looking at the number of  pub-
lic health measures, Mississippi-
ans have poor health compared 
to residents of  other states, ac-
cording to an online article by the 
Urban Institute.
Based on a recent statistic con-
ducted by the Mississippi De-
partment of  Health, more black 
women are screened yearly for 
pap, breast and cervical exams 
than any other race. From 1999 
to 2010, fewer than 18,000 Cau-
casian women were screened for 
pap, breast and cervical cancer.
The most recent statistics gath-
ered in 2007 said 40,598 women 
died from breast cancer, with 
Caucasian women as the lead-
ing mortalities, according to the 
CDC.
“Black women who are seen 
regularly by their doctors are able 
to start early treatment for such 
illnesses as breast or cervical can-
cer because they realized the im-
portance of  annual screenings,” 
Mary Spratt said. 
Spratt, a 50-year-old African-
American woman, said she al-
ways makes sure she is seen yearly 
for breast and pap exams.
Research shows that individuals 
from medically underprivileged 
races are more likely to be diag-
nosed with late-stage diseases that 
might have been treated more ef-
fectively or cured if  diagnosed 
earlier, according to the National 
Cancer Institute.
Among Asians, American In-
dians and other races, excluding 
black women, Caucasian women 
hold the leading number of  peo-
ple screened for breast and cervi-
cal cancer. 
Although cancer-related death 
rates have declined for both whites 
and blacks living in the United 
States, African Americans con-
tinue to lead the mortality rates 
in death from most common can-
cers, according to the NCI.
Caucasian women have the 
highest incidence rate for breast 
cancer, although black women 
are most likely to die from the dis-
ease. Black men have the highest 
incidence rate for prostate cancer 
in the U.S. and are more than 
twice as likely as Caucasian men 
to die of  the disease, according to 
the NCI.
Many cancer statistic analysts 
believe that cancer health dis-
parities are due to lack of  health 
insurance or limited access to ef-
fective health care. The most ob-
vious factors in cancer health care 
disparities are associated with a 
lack of  health care coverage and 
low socioeconomic status, ac-
cording to the NCI. A person’s 
socioeconomic status is often 
based on income, education level 
and occupation. Financial barri-
ers often prevent individuals or 
groups from obtaining effective 
health care.
Studies have found that socio-
economic status, more than race 
or ethnicity, predicts the likelihood 
of  an individual’s or a group’s ac-
cess to education, certain occupa-
tions, health insurance and living 
conditions, all of  which are asso-
ciated with the risk of  cancer.
Lack of  medical coverage, 
barriers to early detection and 
screening and unequal access to 
improvements in cancer treat-
ment may contribute to differ-
ences in cancer survival between 
black and Caucasian women, 
according to the NCI. Addition-
ally, recent NCI-supported re-
search indicates that aggressive 
breast tumors are more common 
in younger black and Hispanic/
Latino women living in low socio-
economic status areas.
Hispanic and Latino women in 
Mississippi had the lowest num-
ber of  women who get annual 
pap, cervical and breast exams, 
according to the Mississippi De-
partment of  Health’s website.
Spratt said there should be 
more health care awareness that 
promotes and protects the health 
of  all Mississippians. 
“It is imperative that women 
young or old of  any race are 
mindful of  the importance of  
getting yearly exams,” she said.
Yearly health exams vital to women’s health no matter their race
BY JASMINE SPRATT
jrsspratt@olemiss.edu
Special to The DM
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Well folks, it’s Halloween, 
and since I’m sure you’ll all 
be spending this most glorious 
of  holidays sitting at home 
watching TV, I thought I’d do 
you a solid and recommend 
some horror flicks.  
These aren’t necessarily the 
best or even the scariest, just 
ones that never fail to get me 
in the Halloween spirit.  
At the very least they can 
be something you have play-
ing in the background while 
you pound Jager bombs with 
various people dressed in their 
“Drunken Mistake” costumes 
and make more and more 
questionable decisions as the 
night goes on.  
Anyway, boys and ghouls, 
here are some movies, and 
know that it was downright 
torture for me to narrow it 
down to this small list:
Twilight (2008)
Just kidding.
Night of  the Living Dead 
(1968)
The film examines small 
town racism, the breakdown 
of  the nuclear family, the flaws 
inherent in our ideas of  civil 
defense and the capability of  
the media and government to 
truly help us if  a major catas-
trophe were to occur.  
Oh, and there’s zombies 
and stuff. 
May be a little slow in 
pace, but it’s long in atmo-
sphere.  
Sleepy Hollow (1999)
Tim Burton has tried a few 
times to re-image classic sto-
ries, and this is the only one 
that didn’t result in disaster. 
Actually, “Sleepy Hollow” 
is perfectly suited to Bur-
ton’s gothic tendencies, and 
his visual style helps instead 
of  hinders this story. With a 
dark and moody atmosphere, 
“Sleepy Hollow” is a perfect 
Halloween flick. 
All the elements come to-
gether to form a visually 
striking and complex hor-
ror film, and it is perfect for 
viewing on a windy fall after-
noon.  
Though if  you really want 
to go old school, there’s always 
“The Adventures of  Ichabod 
and Mr. Toad.”
Scream (1996)
“Scream” was one of  those 
movies that when it was re-
leased, everyone just had to 
see. It became a huge hit and 
changed the face of  horror for 
a few years, spawning a few 
sequels and a plethora of  imi-
tators.  
Most of  the imitators were 
vastly inferior.  
As for the sequels, “Scream 
2” was all right, but “Scream 
3” was abysmal.  
“Scream 4” was released 
this year and is actually pretty 
good; not as good as the origi-
nal but easily the best of  the 
sequels. 
Pet Sematary (1988)
Not that I think this is such 
a great movie or anything, but 
AMC usually shows it about a 
thousand times around Hal-
loween each year, and I in-
variably wind up watching 
it at least twice. Looking like 
an extra expensive made-for-
TV movie with melodramatic 
direction and questionable 
acting, “Pet Sematary” tran-
scends its limitations with a 
compelling story, scary visuals 
and an awesome theme song 
by The Ramones.
Friday the 13th Part 3, 
3-D (1982)
This movie kind of  blows.  
So why does it make the 
list, you ask? Well, aside from 
some pretty good fall-type at-
mosphere (despite being set in 
summer) the thing that makes 
“Friday the 13th Part 3, 3-D” 
a real Halloween classic is the 
opening theme song.  
Look it up on YouTube, I 
dare you not to spontaneous-
ly burst into a monster mash 
right there in front of  every-
one.   
An American Werewolf  
in London (1982)
This is the best werewolf  
movie ever made, and one I 
only saw it for the first time 
a couple of  years ago.  
Most people categorize 
“American Werewolf ” as a 
“horror-comedy,” but I’d say 
it’s full on horror that just 
happens to be very witty.  
The werewolf  itself  is a 
truly horrifying monster, 
here looking more like a de-
mon from hell than a cuddly 
Quileute.  
Sorry, I promise no more 
Twilight jokes.  
Avoid the sequel like it 
was a sorority girl the week 
before homecoming.  
Halloween (1978)
John Carpenter’s “Hal-
loween” is simply the greatest 
scary movie ever made. Before 
“Halloween,” the monster had 
always been in the European 
haunted houses, the roadside 
hotels, the farmhouses, the 
hick towns in Texas, the so-
rority houses and the scary 
castles.  
“Halloween” came along 
and dropped the monster right 
in the middle of  suburbia. 
Previously, people always 
had to go to the monster.  Now 
he was coming to you.  
The town in “Halloween” is 
every small town in America, 
and, in fact, some of  its streets 
look eerily similar to the resi-
dential stretches on Lamar. 
“Halloween” is also the movie 
that got me interested in mov-
ies, so you finally know who to 
blame for my inane rambling 
week in and week out.  
It remains my third favorite 
film of  all time.  
Your mileage may vary on 
the sequels, and avoid the re-
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D.U.I. DEFENSE
Garrett, Friday & Garner, PLLC
PRESTON RAY GARRETT
Let Our Legal Team Work for You
(662) 281-0438
Find us on Facebook at Garrett, Friday & Garner, PLLC for more information about our firm
The above listing of these areas does not indicate certification of expertise therein.
1205 Office Park Drive, Suite B, Oxford, MS 38655
For all your auto repair
and glass needs
Full Service Repair Center
281-4417  • 2100 S. LAMAR
NEXT TO MARQUIS CHEVRON
Deal’s Auto Repair
& Glass Co.
Hyundai has had great suc-
cess in recent years, in part 
because it has been willing 
to take chances on exciting, 
enthusiast-oriented vehicles 
while its Japanese counter-
parts have relied on more con-
servative designs and clinging 
to their reputation for value 
and reliability.
But the Japanese are slowly 
losing market share (espe-
cially to the youth market) to 
the South Korean automaker, 
and the Hyundai Veloster is a 
good example why. 
The Veloster garnishes plen-
ty of  looks thanks to its radi-
cal styling. The one thing that 
really throws people off  is its 
three doors. But this isn’t a sil-
ly half  door that can only be 
opened when the front door is 
ajar like the Mini Clubman. 
It is a conventional front-
hinged door that can be 
opened independently.  
Even more confusing is that 
Hyundai did a great job of  
camouflaging the third door, 
and when you open it, people 
immediately walk to the driver 
side to make sure they didn’t 
miss seeing a back door on 
that side. Then they become 
perplexed about there not be-
ing another door on that side 
and ask you the inevitable, 
“Wait, that thing only has 
three doors?” 
But if  the idea of  only three 
doors seems weird to you, 
don’t fret, because Hyundai 
is slated to come out with a 
four-door version in the near 
future.
The rest of  the exterior 
has a very fashionable design 
with flowing lines similar to 
a Mazda 3 and a sexy center 
exhaust. 
The interior has an overall 
functional design with every-
thing within easy reach while 
driving. The dashboard in 
particular has a modern feel 
thanks to its waterfall like de-
sign. 
However, some things from 
Hyundai’s econobox days 
seem to creep into the interior 
like the plastic door pulls that 
seem more at home in Bar-
bie’s convertible than an ac-
tual car. Of  course, the silver 
plastic accents throughout the 
interior don’t exactly exude 
quality either. 
The test car came with 
the Style and Tech pack-
ages, priced at $2,000 each, 
and they are the only major 
options outside of  the dual-
clutch transmission.
The Style package equips 
the car with 18-inch wheels, 
chrome trim, front fog lights, 
an eight-speaker Dimen-
sion sound system, “leather-
ette” seats, fog lights, actual 
leather steering wheel and 
shift knob, aluminum pedals, 
auto-up driver window and a 
panoramic sunroof  that spans 
from the windshield all the 
way back to the glass on the 
rear hatch that give the inte-
rior a more airy, open feeling.
One suggestion on the 
leatherette seats – stay away 
from the red ones that the test 
car came with. They just look 
lower quality, something the 
black seats don’t have a prob-
lem with. 
The Tech package adds 
navigation, automatic head-
lamps, pushbutton start and 
painted inserts on the wheels 
that match the exterior of  the 
car. The inserts didn’t look 
bad on our black test car, but 
get the green Veloster and you 
might have doubts. 
The Tech package also in-
cludes rear parking sensors 
and a back-up camera, which 
proved quite useful given the 
bulbous rear end of  the Ve-
loster.
The Veloster comes with a 
list of  neat standard features, 
including Bluetooth, an RCA 
cable so video can be played 
on the navigation screen (or 
radio screen if  you don’t have 
the Tech package), USB and 
auxiliary inputs and even Pan-
dora radio accessibility.
Outside of  the red leath-
erette, the seats were great 
units, being both comfortable 
and supportive. 
The problem with the back 
seats was not the lack of  leg-
room like most compact cars, 
but the lack of  headroom 
with people over 5’8” feel-
ing cramped. The unfortu-
nate thing about the Veloster 
is that it is more fun to look 
at than drive.  This is due in 
part to the un-engaging, elec-
tronically-controlled steering. 
It doesn’t have any feedback 
whatsoever and refuses to self-
center. 
Also not helping in the fun 
department is the 1.6-liter 
direct injection four cylinder 
engine.   
Its horsepower isn’t too 
meager at 138 horsepower, 
but its low torque (126 lb-ft) 
peaks at a high 4800 RPM, 
which provides lackluster per-
formance. 
It takes the Veloster 8.6 sec-
onds to get to 60 mph and 
16.7 seconds to travel a quar-
ter mile. 
That’s 1.3 seconds slower to 
60 than a Ford Focus and a full 
second slower than a Chrysler 
Town & Country minivan.
But what the Veloster lacks 
in performance it gains in fuel 
economy with an EPA rated 28 
mpg city and 40 mpg highway 
for our manuallyequipped car, 
while the dual clutch trans-
mission gets 29/38 mpg city 
and highway, respectively. 
To illustrate how serious it 
is about fuel economy the Ve-
loster comes with a little video 
game that scores you on how 
economical you drive. I must 
admit, it was quite addicting.
The 6-speed manual is by 
no means a Honda gearbox, 
but it was precise and easy to 
use. 
The base price of  the Ve-
loster is $18,060, and when 
you add in the Style and Tech 
packages with a few small 
dealer add-ons our as-tested 
price swells to $22,350. 
While there are no other 
cars on the market with three 
conventional doors, the Ve-
loster has plenty of  competi-
tion in its price range – like 
the Ford Focus, which offers 
better performance, equal 
fuel economy and a more fun 
driving experience.
The Veloster is a novel con-
cept that could have been ex-
ecuted a little better. 
But unlike other economical 
cars, it doesn’t look like it be-
longs in a rental fleet and you 
won’t feel embarrassed when 
have to pick up a date.
The test car was provided by 
Pride Hyundai in Batesville.
BY MATTHEW BISHOP
mtbishop2@gmail.com
Test Drive: 2012 Hyundai Veloster
COLUMN
PHOTOS BY SUSAN HOLT | The Daily Mississippian
Homes for sale
why rent when you can own 
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road 
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard. 
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011 
ProPerty for sale
Lafayette co. Land for SaLe 
285 ACRES several miles east of Town 
of Yocona, just off HWY 334 on dead-
end road-135 acres open-balance in 
Yocona river-bottom hardwood. Great 
for very private family getaway, hunting 
lodge, or horse ranch. Small, attractive 
frame house, large old barn, small lake. 
Call for details.
73 ACRES- 10 miles south of Taylor. 
Mix of hill pastures and mature timber. 
Beautiful home sites, stable neighbor-
hood. Call for details. Lowe Realty. 
(662)473-4444 Cell (662) 473-7538 
aPartment for rent
apartmentS for rent 2 and 3 
bedroom available starting Nov. Orange 
bus route, 1 mile from campus. www.
liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call 
662-281-0402 (662)281-0402 
avaiLabLe nov. 1St 1BD Apartment 
at The Cove. $515/ month, $515/secu-
rity deposit. (662)234-1422 
House for rent
oxford rentaL UPDATED 2665 
sq/ ft Spacious 3 Story, 5 bdrm 3 bath 
home w 2 family rooms & bonus room. 
3 mi. from campus. lawn upkeep in-
cluded in lease. 93 CR 217. $2500 mo. 
Call Ann Tolbert w Nix Tann & Assoc. @ 
601.214.0084 MLS 236036 (662)380-
0454 
room for rent
room for rent Room at Campus 
Creek for sublease January - July. Rent 
- 349. Call (601)754-1788 
Weekend rental
not juSt footbaLL rentaLS 
Weekends and more! NEW AVAILABIL-
ITY ALL GAMES. Event weekend avail-
ability/ pricing online. Check with Kay 
for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com (662)801-6692 
miscellaneous
preGnancy teSt center Preg-
nancy Testing... Limited Ultrasound... 




iphone 4 & Laptop 
repair
FREE Diagnosis!! PC & Mac--Same 
Day Virus Removal--All Work Guar-
anteed--Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop - 
662.236.5670 - 1501 W Jackson Ave
Part-time
StudentpayoutS.com Paid Sur-
vey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% 
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys. 
********bartendinG************ Make 
Up to $250/ Day. 
No Experience Necessary. Training 
Available. 1-800-965-6520 ext155 
photoGraphy heLp needed!! 
Like meeting new people? Are you 
always snapping photos at parties? 
Why not get paid for it? We’re seek-
ing event photographers for nights and 
weekends. No experience necessary. 
Equipment provided. Download an ap-
plication at www.mangiantephoto.com/ 
employment.html 
miscellaneous for sale
faScinator hatS cocktail hats, 
feather clips, and flower clips. Fun hair 
accessories for your wardrobe.
http:// buyfascinatorhats.com
Cindy Bounds, Affiliate Marketing 
CLASSIFIEDS 
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The 
Daily Mississippian 
Classifieds section, visit: 
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct 
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one 
day in advance.  The Daily Mis-
sissippian is published Monday 
through Friday year round, 
when school is in session. 
Classified ads must be 
prepaid.
All major credit cards ac-
cepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run 
Additional Features 
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per 
word 
To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to 
refuse ads that appear to of-
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• Provides MCAT preparation and physician mentoring
• Direct Admission to UMMC medical school
• $30,000/year medical school scholarship
http://mrpsp.umc.edu
theDMonline.com
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The Ole Miss soccer team 
needed two things to happen for 
its season to continue past Fri-
day night. The Rebels needed 
a win over Mississippi State and 
Auburn to win or tie against Ala-
bama. 
Ole Miss took care of  busi-
ness, defeating Mississippi State 
2-0 to reclaim the Magnolia 
Cup, but Alabama scored in 
the 88th minute to win 3-2 over 
Auburn Friday night. With their 
win, the Crimson Tide clinched 
the eighth and final spot in this 
week’s Southeastern Conference 
Tournament as the Rebels’ sea-
son ended Friday night.
“I thought we played great,” 
head coach Matt Mott said. “I 
thought we put together two 
great halves – really, really proud 
of  the team.” 
Ole Miss knew the importance 
of  the game and came out swing-
ing at the start. The Rebels put 
pressure on the Bulldog defense 
early with a scoring chance in 
the first minute of  the game. Ole 
Miss outshot Mississippi State 
12-3 in the first half  but were un-
able to score and went into half-
time tied 0-0.
The offensive pressure contin-
ued into the second half, and Ole 
Miss finally broke through with a 
goal from sophomore midfielder 
Mandy McCalla when she fin-
ished off  a free kick from junior 
forward Alix Hildal. The free 
kick followed a Mississippi State 
yellow card issued to junior mid-
fielder Lauren Morgan. 
McCalla then scored her sec-
ond goal of  the night when she 
took a shot deep inside the box 
off  a pass from sophomore for-
ward Erin Emerson.
“It’s definitely good to get 
a win; it was just too bad we 
couldn’t get to the tournament 
too,” she said. “(It was) definitely 
a good game. We fought really 
hard. We deserved that (victory) 
– we worked hard for that.”
Late in the match, Mississippi 
State junior midfielder Jasmine 
Simmon took a penalty kick, but 
freshman goalkeeper Kelly Mc-
Cormick guessed correctly and 
blocked the shot attempt. 
It was a night of  many differ-
ent emotions, beginning with Ole 
Miss honoring its six seniors in a 
pre-game ceremony. The excite-
ment and happiness continued 
throughout the game as the Reb-
els seemed to be in control.
Then bittersweet emotions 
took over as the team was cel-
ebrating their victory and hoist-
ing the Magnolia Cup in the air 
before receiving the news that 
Alabama had defeated Auburn 
in the last minutes of  their match 
to end the Rebels’ season.
Senior forward/midfielder 
Dylan Jordan, who had come on 
strong in the second half  of  the 
season, tried to find the words 
to describe the roller coaster of  
emotions the team experienced.
“The sweet part about it is we 
believed in one another,” she 
said. “The past 11 days, we won 
all three games. We gave up one 
goal, we battled, we fought, we 
loved one another and we came 
out here and we won.”
The Rebels finish their season 
8-10-1 overall and 4-7 in SEC 
play and just missed the SEC 
Tournament for the second year 
in a row.
Soccer wins Magnolia Cup, narrowly miss SEC Tournament
BY JAKE THOMPSON
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Sophomore midfielder Mandy McCalla scores one of her two goals in Friday night’s 2-0 win 
over Mississippi State. McCalla finishes the season with five goals and four assists.
SUNDAY: OLE MISS 3, 
GEORGIA 0
The Ole Miss volleyball team 
brought their winning streak to 
three matches with a 3-0 shutout 
win (25-19, 25-17, 25-23) over 
Southeastern Conference op-
ponent Georgia. With the win, 
the Rebels improved to 11-14 
overall and 4-10 in SEC play. In 
the match Ole Miss was led by 
senior Regina Thomas, who put 
down 10 kills, and defensively, 
senior Morgan Springer added 
10 digs.
“I’m impressed with the team 
winning back-to-back matches, 
I thought there was really good 
focus on that,” Ole Miss head 
coach Getzin said. 
The Rebels got off  to a good 
start in their second match of  
the weekend, taking a 12-6 lead 
in the first set. They would not 
look back from there and closed 
out the set, 25-19. In set two, Ole 
Miss jumped out to an early 7-2 
lead and held off  a small Geor-
gia rally to win the set, 25-17.
The third set was tight all the 
way through, but the Rebels 
were able to get crucial points at 
the right times and in the end, 
took the set and match from the 
Bulldogs.
FRIDAY: OLE MISS 3, AU-
BURN 1
The Ole Miss Rebels defeated 
the Auburn Tigers in four sets 
(23-25, 25-22, 25-23, 25-19) to 
earn their third Southeastern 
Conference win of  the season. 
The Rebels (10-14, 3-10 SEC) 
received great defensive play the 
whole match with four players 
recording double-digit digs.
“I think we are playing with a 
little more confidence after win-
ning at LSU, so that is kind of  a 
monkey off  our back hopefully,” 
Getzin said.
The match was played tight 
most of  the way with three of  
the four sets coming down to the 
last couple of  points.
In the first set, the Rebels 
jumped out to an early 4-1 lead 
only to allow Auburn to storm 
back and take a 10-9 lead. The 
rest of  the set would be back-
and-forth with the Tigers pulling 
away to take a 22-18 lead in the 
set. The Rebels managed a small 
rally to pull within one at 24-23, 
but surrendered the final point 
and dropped the set, 25-23.
It was hard fought early on in 
the second set with no team es-
tablishing control until the Reb-
els took a 12-11 lead. From there, 
the Rebels had match point at 
24-18 but struggled to close out 
the set. After a run by Auburn to 
make it 24-22, the Rebels finally 
put away the set, 25-22.
After the halftime break, the 
Rebels came out hot and took a 
3-1 lead in set three. However, 
the Tigers rallied and put togeth-
er a streak to take a 10-6 lead in 
the set. Ole Miss took a timeout 
and got back on track to regain a 
20-16 lead and held off  an Au-
burn rally to win the set and take 
control of  the match.
In set four, the Rebels attacked 
early and often and gained an 
early 5-1 lead. They would never 
trail in the set and won the fourth 
and final set, 25-19.
Volleyball sweeps weekend matches over Auburn and Georgia
BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@olemiss.edu
fense stalled and settled for a 41-
yard field goal from sophomore 
Cody Parkey to regain a touch-
down lead at 17-10.
The Rebels responded again 
with a nine-play, 60-yard drive 
that Bolden finished with another 
one-yard touchdown run to tie the 
game at 17 apiece, which is where 
it would stand at the half.
Bolden finished the day with his 
best performance of  the season as 
well as he racked up 114 rushing 
yards on only 13 carries and two 
touchdown runs. 
The Baton Rouge, La., native 
also moved into fourth place all-
time with 2,419 rushing yards, 
passing Dou Innocent. He also 
passed Mike Wallace for third 
all-time with 3,405 all-purpose 
yards. On Saturday night, Bolden 
looked healthier than he has in a 
long time.
“It showed its face again,” 
Bolden said of  the Ole Miss rush-
ing game. “Everybody did a good 
job (carrying) the ball. The offen-
sive line was coming off  the ball 
and creating more than one lane. 
The hardest part of  running the 
ball was picking which lane to run 
through.”
Then, there was the third quar-
ter.
Nutt brought his guys out ear-
lier than usual to do some warm-
up exercises in hopes of  his team 
putting together their first full 
game of  the season.
“Just trying to get a spark going 
in the third quarter,” Nutt said. 
“We came out earlier and really 
made a point all week to play a 
good third quarter. We were go-
ing to get loose, stretch, do what-
ever we needed to do and make 
sure we all did it at once.”
But unfortunately for Ole Miss, 
those antics didn’t work, and it 
was the same story as the previous 
two weeks against Alabama and 
Arkansas.
Midway through the third 
quarter, Auburn broke the tie on 
a 25-yard touchdown pass from 
Moseley to junior wide receiver 
Emory Blake. Later in the quarter, 
Dyer, who finished the day with 
177 yards on 27 carries, scored on 
a five-yard touchdown run as the 
third quarter came to a close.
“Throughout the second half, 
we made some mistakes that good 
football teams don’t do in order to 
beat a good football team,” defen-
sive coordinator Tyrone Nix said. 
“I thought that was the difference. 
They capitalized on the mistakes 
that we made. If  it was due to a 
miss fit on the run or a mistake in 
the coverage, they capitalized on 
it and made it a big play for Au-
burn.”
Barely into the fourth quarter, 
Mackey fumbled the ball on an 
attempted handoff  to Bolden, 
which the Tigers pounced on. 
The turnover set up a 31-yard 
field goal from Parkey to extend 
Auburn’s lead to 34-17.
The Tigers’ next possession 
saw Moseley throw his fourth 
touchdown pass. This one went 
to Lutzenkirchen, his second 
touchdown of  the game, who 
caught the ball one-handed and 
dove into the end zone for the 
four-yard score. Moseley finished 
the game 12-of-15 passing for 160 
yards and four touchdowns.
In desperation mode, Mackey, 
who finished 15-of-27 passing for 
157 yards, found Brassell on the 
last play of  the game to put the 
last points on the board.
This Saturday, the Rebels travel 
to Kentucky, who are also winless 
in conference play, in hopes of  
snapping their 11-game SEC los-
ing streak and keeping their slim 
bowl chances alive. Game time is 
set for 2:30 p.m. on ESPNU.
REBELS, 
continued from page 12
Despite trying to change things 
up this week, the result in this week-
end’s Ole Miss game remained the 
same as the No. 23 Auburn Tigers 
scored 24 unanswered points in 
the second half  to win 41-23 over 
the Rebels Saturday night on the 
Plains of  Auburn. It was Ole Miss’ 
11th straight Southeastern Con-
ference loss, dating back to last 
season.
“I was proud of  how hard they 
played,” head coach Houston 
Nutt said. “You just can’t turn the 
ball over, especially away from 
home in this kind of  environment. 
You can’t turn the ball over and 
give them gifts of  field position.”
At first, Saturday’s game looked 
remarkably similar to the previous 
two games against Alabama and 
Arkansas when the Rebels won 
the coin toss and elected to receive 
in hopes of  getting off  to a good 
start.
However, this week things went 
differently than the Ole Miss 
coaches would have hoped for.
Freshman wide receiver Nicko-
las Brassell fumbled the ball in the 
opening possession of  the game to 
give the Tigers a short field. Au-
burn (6-3, 4-2 SEC) took advan-
tage of  the good field position, 
and sophomore quarterback Clint 
Moseley connected with junior 
tight end Philip Lutzenkirchen for 
a 13-yard yard touchdown pass to 
give the Tigers an early 7-0 lead.
The touchdown pass was the 
first of  Moseley’s career, but it 
certainly wouldn’t be his last. The 
Tigers struck again on their next 
possession when Moseley threw 
another touchdown pass, this one 
to senior wide receiver Quindarius 
Carr from 45 yards.
Ole Miss (2-6, 0-5 SEC) re-
sponded with an eight-play, 80-
yard drive to cut the Tiger lead to 
14-7. Senior running back Bran-
don Bolden broke a 38-yard run, 
and on the next play, powered his 
way in from one yard out.
On the ensuing possession, 
sophomore linebacker Mike 
Marry forced a fumble, which was 
recovered by senior defensive end 
Kentrell Lockett. The turnover set 
up a 39-yard field goal from the leg 
of  junior Bryson Rose to narrow 
the Rebels deficit to 14-10. Rose is 
now 5-of-5 for the season and has 
made 15 straight field goals.
Lockett looked like himself  for 
the first time all season on Satur-
day. The sixth-year senior totaled 
six tackles, one tackle for a loss and 
recovered two fumbles.
“Coach and I have been talking 
all week, and he said I was going to 
play today,” Lockett said. “I want-
ed a couple of  plays to get into a 
groove. That’s what happened, 
and I was able to be productive.”
Later in the half, Randall Mack-
ey’s only interception gave Auburn 
a prime scoring chance, but the of-
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Third quarter woes continue as Rebels fall at the Plains
BY DAVID COLLIER
dlcollie@olemiss.edu
See REBELS, PAGE 11
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Junior quarterback Randall Mackey scrambles and looks for room to run in Saturday night’s 
41-23 loss at Auburn.
